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It’s always sad to see a good friendship end. Especially when the end comes for no good
reason at all.
Regardless, it appears Iron County cable TV viewers will have to move on without WLUK,
Channel 11 from Green Bay, a Fox Network affiliate. As 2012, WLUK will go off the air for many
cable systems. And the people at the cable companies are just as upset as you are.
WLUK is owned by LIN Media, based in Providence, R.I. LIN operates 32 TV stations in 17
markets. Maybe we better explain what a “TV market” is.
Technically, it’s a DMA—designated market area. The entire U.S. is split up into DMAs. Iron
County is part of the Marquette DMA, as is most of the western and central U.P., except
Gogebic County (Duluth DMA) and Menominee County (Green Bay DMA). Florence County,
Wis., is part of the Marquette DMA, too. There is a Fox Network affiliate in the Marquette
DMA—Fox UP.

In September, a representative of LIN Media (owner of WLUK) informed area cable companies
that after Jan. 1, they would no longer be able to carry Channel 11. “LIN no longer has the
authority to carry WLUK outside of its DMA. … [you] must cease carriage of WLUK on the Iron
River system as of Dec. 31, 2011.”
LIN Media has not come off that position—it’s not a matter of money. As things stand now, Iron
County’s cable systems (and all counties that are part of the Marquette DMA) can’t carry
Channel 11 any more.
Do we have to remind you that we have been watching Green Bay Packer games on Channel
11 for years? Football fans don’t have to worry for now—the regular season is over, and Fox UP
will carry all the Fox Network telecasts of the NFL playoffs, along with Fox Network shows like
“The Simpsons” and “American Idol.”
Still, this is especially sad. WLUK has been part of Iron County’s viewing habits for many years.
We all remember when Jay Johnson was the news anchor, and we saw John Chandik doing the
weather for many years. And who could forget Ned the Dead on “Nightmare Theater” late on
Saturday nights? Those were the days!
Back in 1980, the Reporter’s TV listings only listed about eight stations. WLUK was one of
them—it was the ABC affiliate then. Up in Marquette, WLUC carried both CBS and ABC. No
problem. Local cable systems paid plenty of money to have microwave relays bring WLUK to
our homes.
Times change. It’s a much different media world now. Today, local cable companies must have
retransmission agreements with each station they carry—even the ones that have served our
area for years. And those local stations want cable systems to pay for the privilege.
Each station is charging nearly a dollar per subscriber each month. It doesn’t matter to them
that many of the smaller cable systems are municipal utilities or are operated as not-for-profit
co-ops. They must pay the same as the media big boys like Charter or Time-Warner, which are
very definitely in it for the money.
Local cable companies are trying desperately to hold down rates for their subscribers and
members. But the agreements reached recently mean they will have to pay about $3 more per
subscriber each month just to continue carrying the local stations. Where do you think that
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money is going to come from?
LIN/WLUK has not budged, and the old agreements have ended. No more WLUK outside of
the Green Bay DMA—that’s what they say. So we are going to be very interested to hear what
happens at the Charter cable systems in the U.P.—and they’re all over the place. Will Charter
subscribers in Iron Mountain stop getting WLUK? How about Escanaba? Or Marquette? They
are all part of the Marquette DMA, too.
If the U.P. Charter-owned cable systems continue carrying WLUK in 2012, some lawyers ought
to get very interested. So should a certain congressman.
We hope Fox/LIN/WLUK will come to its senses before long and ponder the term “unintended
consequences.” Meanwhile, what can be done for now?
There is a lot of concern about popular syndicated (non- Fox Network) shows, especially
“Jeopardy” and “Wheel of Fortune.” Both are also carried on WJFW, Channel 12 out of
Rhinelander. In Iron River, check the listings for CBC—the Canadian network carries both
shows.
The bigger headache is the Green Bay Packers. How are we going to see Packer games in
2012?
Will Fox U.P. (out of Marquette) continue carrying the Detroit Lions? Or will they switch to the
Packers? But how could they do that to the U.P.’s many Lion fans, especially since the team
has improved so much after so many years of travail?
As you see, there are many questions and few answers. Fox Network/LIN/WLUK has gotten
itself into this public relations fiasco. Let’s see how they get out.
--Peter Nocerini
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